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ABSTRACT
Network security is complex and challenging problem in today's world.Despite of many Sophisticated
techniques,attack on the network continues to increase.At present,in order to hide the identity of the
attacker,attackers send their attack through a chain of compromised hosts that are used as "stepping stones".In
this paper we present an approach to find the connection chain of an intruder for tracing back to the origin
especially if the attack through the traffic is encrypted one.Our approach will based on analysing correlations of
encrypted connection between number of packets sent in outgoing connections and that of the incoming packets
in the connection.We proposed a correlation scheme based on watermarking which will be robust against timing
perturbation.This approach yields effective better results in terms of number of packets than in existing passive
timing based coreelation.This paper presents a new method of embedding a watermark in traffic flow.Here for
the purpose of embedding the watermark,the packet timing is adjusted for specific intervals.By slightly
changing the packet timing,we achieve robust correlation of encrypted network against random timing
perturbation.
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I.

Introduction

In recent years, unauthorized accesses to the
computer systems are increasing as various activities
takes place on the internet. The common way for
network intruders to conceal their identity by
connecting across intermediate hosts before attacking
the final target. Intruders do not log in directly to their
final targets from their own computers, but they firstly
make login through various hosts and then to the
another hosts and continue this series several times
which makes a "chain of intermediate hosts" before
breaking into their final targets. Therefore, it becomes
necessary for the victim (attack target) to trace back
the chain to find the origin of attack. For this it is
important to correlate incoming packets and outgoing
packets. So, correlation methods are needed to link
connections between stepping stones. The earlier work
on connection correlation was based on tracking of
user activities
or connection content(packet
payload)were used .Later on the correlation scheme
based on the timing characteristics .But the attacker
can perturb the timing characteristics by introducing
extra delays when forwarding the packets at stepping
stones. This will increase correlation false positive
rate or decrease correlation true positive rate. The
timing based correlation approaches are passive
because they do not manipulate the traffic timing
characteristics .In this paper, we will develop efficient
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correlation scheme that is robust against timing
perturbation. In this, we will use watermark based
approach, where we will embed a unique watermark
by slightly changing or adjusting the timing of
selected packets making the correlation scheme active.
Their are various advantages of embedding such use
watermark such as it does not make any limiting
assumptions about distribution process of original
inter packet timing and also this scheme needs less
number of packets as compared to the passive timing
based correlation approach. Our goal is to develop a
practical correlation scheme that is robust against
random timing perturbation. These approaches embed
a timing based watermark into a network flow by
adjusting the timing of selected packets. The traceback is achieved by embedding/decoding watermarks
in the network flows and correlating the flows with
similar watermarks. This techniques only use packet
timing for trace-back purposes, they can handle the
encryption due to secure protocols such as SSH and
IPSec.
In this paper, we proposed an active
watermarking trace-back systems by analyzing the
packetize delays between adjacent stepping stones.
We develop an algorithm to infer watermark
parameters and detecting the existence of watermarks
as early as possible. In this paper we will analyze the
watermark parameters when are not chosen carefully
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and the existence of watermarks in a network flow can
always be quickly detected.

II.

Literature Survey

Most of the existing correlations connections
approaches assume the traffic is unencrypted. The
existing connection correlation approach based on
different characteristics, listed as follows, First is the
host based method (DIDS, CIS) [9], where this
method setup the components for tracing at each host,
But the major drawback is of this host method is that
if the tracing system is not used on a particular hosts
or is modified by an intruder, the whole system can
not function reliably once the intruder goes through
that host. In the internet environment, it is difficult to
require that all administrative domains employ a
particular tracing system on all hosts. So, host based
method is not trustworthy. Following the early work
based on packet payloads (ON/OFF, Deviation based)
[9] techniques. In these techniques, the attacker can
easily transform the connection content by encryption
at the application layer. This approach is basically
suitable for unencrypted connections. The ON/OFF
based scheme by Zhang and Paxson[3] is the first
connection intended to correlate traffic across stepping
stones even if the traffic is encrypted by the stepping
stone. The method based on correlation of the ends of
OFF periods of interactive traffics. ON/OFF based
correlation requires that the packets of connections
have precise, synchronized timestamps in order to be
able to correlate them. This makes correlations of
measurements taken at different points in the network
difficult or impractical. Deviation based method
focuses on telnet and rlogin as interactive application
,intruders use to log in through hosts where it involves
setting up packet monitoring on internet to record the
activities of intruders at packet level. But it is not
efficient when some of the connecting part in the
chain is encrypted or compression is used in the
connection .Donoho et.al [6] represents better
understanding of inherent limitations by the attacker
on time-based correlation. As opposed to the passive
approaches, Wang and Reeves [1],[9] proposed active
timing based correlation techniques that robust against
timing perturbation.

III.

Proposed System

While using a sequence of hosts, an attacker
needs to establish a connection between adjacent hosts
to make an chain of connections. The purpose of the
attacker of making connection between hosts is that
the commands can be relayed to the intermediate or
remote host and their responses back to the attacker.
The active watermarking scheme embeds watermarks
in the flows and attempts to detect them in order to
trace back the attacker’s origin. This watermarking
approach will embed a watermark by manipulating or
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changing the inter-packet delays (IPDs) of selected
packets.
3.1 Active Watermarking Concept
Let the IPD between two packets be Pa and
Pb is ,
Ipd(a,b) = tb − ta
(1)
Here, Pb is transmitted first and then later Pa, where ta
and tb are the timestamps of Pa and Pb.
IPDs are quantized for robustness, so for
quantization step S the quantization function q(ipd ,S)
rounds off ipd / S to the nearest integer. For
embedding one watermark bit w (0 or 1) ,an ipd is
slightly increased by delaying second packet the
smallest amount so that watermarked IPD ,is denoted
W
as ipd , satisfies the condition ,
W
q(ipd ,S) mod 2 = w
(2)
so that ipd is even multiples of S when 0 is embedded
and odd multiples of S when 1 is embedded. Now, the
watermark embedding function is ,
e(ipd ,w,S)=[q(ipd + S/2,S) +∂] X S, where ∂=(w - ( q
(ipd +S/2,S)mod 2)+2)mod 2
(3)
This quantizes (ipd +S/2) to ensure that ipdW ≥ ipd.
So that the watermark bit can be embedded by
delaying the second packet involved in the IPD by the
amount of (ipdW – ipd).So hereafter, a delay caused by
watermark embedding process is called as watermark
delay.
Now the watermarking decoding function involves,
d(ipd ,S) = q(ipd ,S)mod 2
(4)
When timing perturbation is introduced after
watermarking, as long as the change on ipd W
is
limited by (-S/2,S/2],this function can decode the
watermark bit correctly. Therefore, a watermark bit
embedded in a single IPD can resist up to S/2 random
timing perturbation. To resist perturbations larger than
S/2,M (M>1) IPDs are used to embed one bit. The
average of M IPDs is computed as ,
ipdavg =1/M ∑ ipdi
(5)
for the upper bound M and for the lower bound
i=1.and then watermarked IPD average is calculated
as e( ipdavg ,w, S) .Here m is the degree of
robustness(i.e., the number of IPDs used to embed 1
bit).
The watermarked bit is embedded by
increasing each of these M IPDs by the amount of
(average of ipdW – average of ipd).Decoding the
watermark bit on the M IPDs simply involves
computing d(average of ipdW ,S).With the same S
,embedding 1 bit watermark with multiple IPDs
provides higher resistance to the random timing
perturbation than single IPD.
Let L-bit watermark W is embedded by
repeating the procedure of embedding a single bit L
times. Here L is the number of binary bits in the
watermark .So, during the watermark detection,
another L-bit watermark W' is decoded from
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suspicious flow and compared with W. If the
hamming distance between W and W' is less than or
equal to predefined threshold h, this approach reports
that a stepping stone flow is detected. It shows that
this approach is highly robust against random timing
perturbation. In this the watermark parameter
w1….wL are the watermark in which each bit wi is
either 0 or 1.
3.2 Watermarking Model
Let us consider unidirectional flow in which
n>1 packets,let ti and t'i be the incoming and outgoing
times of ith packet pi of flow incoming and outgoing
from stepping stone.Assuming no loss queuing delay
added by stepping stone is constant.So,c > 0.
Let di be the extra delay introduced by the attacker at
the intermediate host.
So we have ,t'i = ti+ c + di
(6)
We will introduced an incoming inter-packet delay
(IIPD) between pi and pj as,
ipdi;j = tj - ti
(7)
and outgoing inter-packet delay (OIPD) between pi
and pj as ,
ipd'i;j = t'j - t'i
(8)
We will define the impact on ildi;j by attacker .so the
impact will be,
ipdi;j - ipd'i;j = dj - di
(9)
Here we will use the ith and jth packets timestamps to
calculate incoming and outgoing inter-packet delay in
the packet flow.
Here the negative impact of using invalid
packet due to packet reordering will be equivalent to
random timing impact over inter-packet delay
Let D be the maximum delay that attacker can add to
pi (i = 1,….,n),for D > 0.
hence the impact will be dj - di belongs to [D,D].Where [-D,D] is called as impact range of
attacker.To make the correlation more robust ,we
embed watermark using IPDs from randomly and
independent selected packets.For the packet sequence
p1,….,pn
along with the timestamp t1,….,tn
respectively (ti < tj for 1 <= i < j <= n),we
probabilistically choose 2m < n packets by following
process: Firstly we consider each of n packets
sequentially and secondly independently determining
if current packet will be chosen with the probability p
= 2m/n (0 < m < n/2) for watermarking purpose .Here
for the purpose of watermarking ,selection of one
packets is independent from the selection of another
packet.So,2m will be distinct packets selected
randomly from n packets.
3.3 Detecting Watermark Existene
Let the secrete information shared between
the watermark embedder and decoder be represented
as <S,m,l,s,w> where S is the packet selection
function that returns (l+1) x m packets,m>=1 is the
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num,her of redundant pairs of packets in which to
embed one watermark bit,l>0 is the length of the
watermark in bits,s>0 is the quantisation step size, and
w is l-bit watermark to be detected,. Let f denotes the
flow to be examined and wf be the decoded l bits from
flow f.
The watermark detector works as follows:
First Decode the l-bit wf from flow f and then
compare the decoded wf with w.After both this steps
report the watermark w is detected in flow f if the
hamming distance between wf and w,represented as
H(wf,w) is less than or equal to h,where h is a
threshold parameter determined by the user and
0<=h<l. Let 0<p<1 be the probability that each
embedded watermark bit will survive the timing
perturbation by attacker.then probabity that all l bits
survive the timing perturbation by the attacker will be
pl will tend to be small unless p is very close to 1.
By using hamming distance h to detect the watermark
wf ,the expected watermark detection rate will be ,
∑( il )pl-i (1-p)i
(10)
For i=0 to upper the upper bound h.
For example,for the value p=0.9102,l=24,h=5,the
expected watermark detection rate with exact bit
match would be pl =10.45%.For the same values of
p,l,h,the expected watermark detection rate using a
hamming distance h=5 would be 98.29%.

IV.

Conclusion

The random timing perturbation greatly
reduces the effectiveness of passive timing
approaches. In this paper, we analyze the active
watermarking scheme for tracing through stepping
stones. Our active watermark-based correlation
requires fewer packets than a passive timing based
correlation method to achieve a given level of
robustness. Here we identified the provable upper
bounds on the number of packets needed to achieve
desire correlation effectiveness under given level of
perturbation. One interesting area of future work is to
investigate how to make the flow watermarking more
robust with fewer packets.
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